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Abstract
Boundary Element Methods (BEM) can be ideal approaches for simulating the be-
havior of physical systems in which the volumes have homogeneous properties. These,
especially the so-called "fast" or "accelerated" BEM approaches often have significant
computational advantages over other well-known methods which solve partial differ-
ential equations on a volume domain. However, the implementation of techniques
used to accelerate BEM approaches often comes at a loss of some generality, reducing
their applicability to many problems and preventing engineers and researchers from
easily building on a common, popular base of code.
In this thesis we create a BEM solver which uses the Pre-Corrected FFT technique
for accelerating computation, and uses a novel approach which allows users to pro-
vide arbitrary basis functions. We demonstrate its utility for both electrostatic and
full-wave electromagnetic problems in volumes with homogeneous isotropic permit-
tivity, bounded by arbitrarily complex surface geometries. The code is shown to have
performance characteristics similar to the best known approaches for these problems.
It also provides an increased level of generality, and is designed in such a way that
should allow it to easily be extended by other researchers.
Thesis Supervisor: Jacob K. White
Title: Cecil H. Green Professor of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Problems in a variety of physical domains, such as fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and
electromagnetics, can be expressed as partial differential equations to be solved over a
volumetric region. Many well-known computational techniques are available for solv-
ing such problems, including finite element methods [5] [6], finite difference methods
[35][31] and finite volume methods [37]. These approaches, however, typically require
discretizing the entire volume in order to compute a solution. On the other hand,
it is possible - especially when the fields of interest are in a linear, homogeneous
media - to formulate the solution to the partial differential equation as an integral
equation and fit boundary values to that integral equation. With the Boundary Ele-
ment Method (BEM) discussed in this thesis, also known as the Method of Moments
(MOM) [18], one integrates over the surfaces that bound the volume of interest. Thus
it is only necessary to discretize and operate on those surfaces, rather than the en-
tire volume. For most problems, and especially those whose geometry has a small
surface to volume ratio, the result is that far fewer data points are involved in the
computation.
The basic, unmodified, BEM approach comes with one drawback to its perfor-
mance characteristics. While volume discretization approaches typically only require
neighboring volume elements to interact in the computation and are described by very
sparse matrices, the boundary element methods require that the interactions between
all surface elements be considered, resulting in a dense matrix. This in turn means
that whereas the computational cost of the volume discretization methods miay grow
roughly linearly with the number of discrete elements [38], the cost of direct BEM
approaches would grow with the square of the number of elements [2]. The I)best
alternative for many problems is to use an accelerated boundary element method.
This continues to take advantage of the fact that only surface elements need to be
included in the computation, but then also reduces the cost of computing interactions
between distant elements via some technique that provides a reasonable approximat-
tion. In this thesis, we consider the Precorrected-FFT technique for an accelerated
boundary element method, and provide a novel approach to generalize the technique
for arbitrary basis functions.
1.1 Outline of the Thesis
In chapter 2, we provide an explanation of the basic boundary element method. This
forms the core of our approach, and is crucial to understanding the software that has
been developed as part of this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes some strategies for accelerating the computation involved in
the boundary element method, and gives a detailed description of the PFFT tech-
nique.
Chapter 4 outlines the motivation for using different basis functions, in particlular
the RWG basis function, which is used as the primary example.
Chapter 5 provides a detailed discussion of the algorithmic approach that has been
taken in order to generalize the code for arbitrary basis functions, and explores some
of the implementation details.
Chapter 6 shows results for some sample geometries, and provides performance
comparisons with pre-existing codes operating on those same problems.
In chapter 7, we conclude with a summary of the approach and results. We also
suggest approaches for additional performance enhancements and possible (lirecti.ons
for further research.
Lastly. the appendices provide both a, users' guide to the software created for this
project, and listings of the code.
1.2 Expository Philosophy
In researching material for this thesis, I read through a fairly large number of books
and papers, and found it interesting to attempt to trace the ideas back to their original
source. Some documents provide wonderfully accessible explanations of the concepts
being described, while others are quite terse, and leave out much of the background
material required for understanding the origin of the arguments. Particularly strong
examples of the latter category (or at least, in the english translations that I explored)
[17] are the works of Carl Friedrich Gauss, who appears to have been the progenitor
of a surprisingly large fraction of the ideas explored in this thesis. It turns out that
he was somewhat infamous for obscuring the ideas that led up to his results. As Niels
Abel put it, "He [Gauss] is like the fox, who effaces his tracks in the sand with his
tail." [30]
Since a thesis should form a self-contained document, I have made an effort to
follow an approach exactly opposite that taken by Gauss, and attempt to provide
sufficient explanatory material, even when this means reiterating some concepts that
are well known in the numerical simulation community. In particular, chapter 2 draws
heavily from material covered in the 6.336 Introduction to Numerical Simulation and
6.339 Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations classes at MIT (see the
bibliographical notes for [11] [12][13]), and credit is largely due to the authors of the
materials for those courses.

Chapter 2
Boundary Element Methods
The work done in this thesis is an example of the Boundary Element Method (BEM),
also referred to in electromagnetics literature as a Moment Method or the Method of
Moments (MOM) [18]. In this chapter, we explain the motivation behind the BEM
approach, the problems to which it is best applied, its advantages, and the challenges
it presents.
2.1 Electrostatic Problem Formulation
While the method and the code discussed here can be applied to many physical ap-
plications, all the examples are described as electrostatic or electromagnetic problems
with the volume regions composed of a linear isotropic homogeneous media. In this
section, we use an exterior electrostatic potential problem to explain the BEM ap-
proach. In presenting this example, we have intentionally maintained consistency of
notation and formulation with content from reference [11] so that readers may easily
refer to that document for a more detailed introductory presentation.
Consider a capacitor composed of two parallel plates which are assumed to be
perfect electric conductors. If we attach a known voltage source to the plates, their
surfaces will be forced to a known potential difference fom each other. The elec-
trostatic potential I in the space between and surrounding the plates will satisfy
Laplace's equation, V2 I = 0 [21]. In this example, we'll focus on using the demon-
strated technique to compute the potential at any point in space, but notice that we
call also use this information to compute the capacitance of the parallel plate system
(this is also known as the mutual capacitance of the two plates)[23]. Also, in later
chapters when we present some of the test cases used for evaluating the correctness
and performance of the software, we will compare the results of computing the self-
capacitance of certain bodies, which is defined as the amount of charge that must be
added to raise the electrical potential of that body by one volt (and since potentials
are measures of relative difference, this can be assumed to be taken relative to the po-
tential on the inner surface of a perfectly conducting hollow sphere of infinite radius,
or equivalently, we may simply say that the potential is defined to be zero infinitely
far away) [21].
For the parallel plate capacitor described here, let us define the voltage source as
forcing a potential difference of 1 volt, with one of the plates at a value of I = O.5V,
the other at a value of T = -0.5V, and infinitely far away, T = 0. If we are interested
in obtaining the potential T at some point in space, one could easily imagine using
an approach like the finite-difference method, in which the volume of free space is
discretized, and Laplace's equation is enforced for all sets of neighboring volume
elements. However, this turns out to be unnecessary, and has a variety of drawbacks,
the most obvious being that dividing the volume region into discrete elements will
introduce a large number of entities into the computation process, and that one must
make a careful decision regarding the extent of free space which must be represented.
Instead, let us consider the physical fact that the electrostatic potential at a given
point in space arises due to the charge on the surfaces of the plates, and we can
express the potential in terms of the sum of the influence of the charge density at
every point on the surfaces. In particular, since we know that the potential due to a
unit charge at point x' gives rise to a potential l at point x (where i:r - x'll is
simply the euclidean distance between points x and x'), then for a 3D system with
charge on a conductive surface, the potential at any point x is given by:
F(x) = a(x')dS' (2.1)
20
where u(x') is the charge density at point x' on the surface [21].
It will become convenient to generalize the portion of of the expression which
identifies the potential at a point due to a point charge: . This portion is referred
to as the Green's function[24], named after the mathematician George Green1, and we
replace this with the notation G(x, x'). For the duration of this example, the Green's
function will always be defined as G(x, x') = ix '1 1i, but for analysis of problems other
than electrostatic potential, it will frequently be necessary to supply different Green's
functions.
In order to find a numerical solution to this integral equation, we must find some
discrete way to represent both the surfaces of the geometry and the charge density
on those surfaces. We begin by defining a discrete collection of surface panels. One
straightforward approach to representing the charge density on the surface is to as-
sume that it is constant over the surface of any given panel. While this is useful and
has an appealing simplicity, it is of course, not the only option. Other possibilities
might be to assume that the charge density varies linearly over the surface of a panel,
or varies according to some other more complicated function. The choice we make
here will be represented in the form of a basis function, and an important goal in
the creation of the code for this thesis was to allow users to take advantage of any
choice of basis function [20]. For the sake of example, let us proceed with the idea
that the charge density is constant over each panel. We express the charge density a
as: u(x) En 1, cO•ipi(x), where cp(x) is a vector of basis functions for each of the n
panels and al is a vector of weights that, when multiplied by the basis function, ap-
propriately represents the charge density on each panel[11]. For a piecewise constant
representation such as this, the basis function is simply pj(x) = 1 if x is on panel
j, otherwise pj(x) = 0. Our primary task will be to carry out some computation
that allows us to find the values of the elements in the 6 vector. From those weights,
we will then be able to obtain the unknown charge densities a (though notice from
1Technically, the term "Green's function" is typically reserved for integral kernels which satisfy
LG(x, x') = 5(x - x'), where L is any linear operator and 5 is the Dirac delta function. The solution
to Lcp = f is then ýp(x) = J G(x, x')f(x')d3 r'[16j. The curious reader may verify that this definition
holds true in the examples we give with the Laplacian V2 as the operator L and a Green's function
G(x, x') = 1X1'"
the expression for u(x) that with this piecewise constant basis function example, the
weights in the vector c• are already the computed values for charge density on each
panel, and no further calculation is necessary).
To compute the values of the 6 vector, the two common approaches are the col-
location method and the Galerkin method [12]. We describe the collocation method
first as a means of introducing the Galerkin method, which is the default approach
taken by the software created for this thesis.
2.2 Collocation Method
In the collocation method, we pick a point on each panel (which, for the particular
implementation described here, that point will be the centroid of each panel), and
solve such that the integral equation expressing the sum of the contribution of ev-
ery source panel correctly specifies the potential at each of those collocation points
[11] [33]. To do this, we take the expression for potential, as defined in the previous
section in equation 2.1, and substitute the expression that specifies the charge density
at a point in terms of the basis functions, giving:
[11]
For the piecewise constant basis functions where j (x) = 1 if x is on panel j and
0 elsewhere, this can be expressed more simply, as:
i(x) = a G(x, x')dS'. (2.3)
j=1 . anel j
Equation 2.3 provides a formula for the potential at a single collocation point
due to the contribution of all the panels (with the assumption now built in that the
charge density is constant over the surface of each individual panel). We then create
a system of such equations defining the potential at all n collocation points. This
system of equations can be succinctly expressed by generating a matrix Awhose i. j
entry is the potential at collocation point i arising fiom a unit charge density on the
surface of panel j [11]. We can see in equation 2.3 that this definition means that:
Ai, = : fpanelj G(xi, x')dS' (2.4)
where xi is the location of collocation point i.
If, as mentioned above, I is a vector of length n defining the unknown basis
function weights and T is a vector of potentials at each collocation point xl through
Xn, then we have:
[11]
Ad = ' (2.5)
In order to generate the A matrix from the expression in equation 2.4, it is neces-
sary to perform integration over the surface of a panel. To do this, we use a numerical
quadrature method [9][8][7], about which more will be mentioned in chapter 5 while
covering the details of the software implementation for this thesis.
Another minor complication worth noting is that when x = x', as is the case when
we use a quadrature point at the centroid of panel j and calculate its contribution to
the collocation point at the centroid of that same panel (i = j), the Green's function
we are using for electrostatic potential analysis ( ,j i'ji) has a singularity. We claim
that this is only a minor inconvenience, because it is an integrable singularity and
there is a fairly straightforward method of computing the integral, also discussed in
chapter 5[14].
Lastly, we always strive to identify any properties of a matrix such as symmetry,
which we can use to our advantage in computation. It is clear that when dealing
with points, a unit charge at point i induces the same potential at point j as a unit
charge at point j would induce at point i, and so at first glance we might expect to
have generated a symmetric matrix. However, because we are integrating over source
panels and evaluating their contribution at a single point, we do not have symmetry
with the collocation method unless the panels all happen to have the same size, shape
and orientation (which is rarely the case). In the next section we will see that other
techniques can help us recover some of this symmetry[13].
All that remains is to solve equation 2.5 for the vector a-, and this in turn gives
us the vector -, containing the charge densities on all n panels.
2.3 Galerkin Method
In the collocation method, we ensured that the integral equation expressing the sum
of the influence of every source I)anel was satisfied at each test point, where the
source panels consisted of every surface panel in the simulation domain, and the test
points consisted of a single point at the centroid of each panel. In other words, we
integrated over each source panel, summing the contribution of every point on the
surface of each panel to the potential at the test points. For the Galerkin method we
have the same set of source panels, but instead of simply using a set of test points,
we use larger regions of the surface as test locations (assume for the moment that by
"larger region" we mean an entire panel, as opposed to just a point) [15]. This means
that we have an additional integral expressing the operation of integrating over those
regions [13].
While describing the collocation method, we discussed test points, but we can
describe the procedure even more generically by introducing the concept of test func-
tions[20]. To do so, let us begin by taking another look at equation 2.2. A common
strategy for solving linear systems of equations Ax = b is to rewrite the problem as
R = Ax - b, where R is the residual [36]. If a vector x is found which satisfies the
relation exactly, then the residual is equal to zero. If we use an approach which has
the goal of minimizing the residual, then we can find a solution which approximates
the exact answer. Using this same strategy with equation 2.2, we rewrite it as:
[13]
R(x) = T(x)- / G(, X') (2.6)
Jstur facu. J=
A strategy for minimizing the residual is to use a set of test functions c, ....0,,
and require that R(x) is orthogonal to the full set of test functions: J 6)(x)R(x)dS = 0
for all i[13]. Combining this requirement with equation 2.6 gives:
Jq(x)T (x))dS -]] q5e(x) G(x, X') E j W) dS'dS = 0. (2.7)
j=1
In the collocation method, we satisfied the potential at a collection of test points,
which is equivalent to using test functions which are zero everywhere except at each
test point, and which are normalized such that their integral is equal to 1. This
should be recognizable as a description of the Dirac delta function [32]. Notice that
if we use test functions Oi = 6(x - xt.) in equation 2.7, we recover the collocation
equations [14]. Moving on to the Galerkin method, we made the statement that we
wish to use patches of the surface as test locations. To do so, we take advantage of
the basis functions we've already created, and use those basis functions as our test
functions. In everything we've described thus far, each basis function has support
over exactly one panel, but as we'll see in chapter 4, this is not always the case.
The collocation method gave rise to the system of equations Ad = T4, where the
right-hand side is the vector of known potentials at the collocation points and the
(i, j)th entry of matrix A matrix is the potential at collocation point i arising from
a unit charge density on the surface of panel j [11]. For the Galerkin method, the
analogous equation is Ad = b, where b is a vector whose entries are the average of the
product of the potential and the corresponding basis function, and where the (i, j)th
entry of A is the integral of the product of the basis i with the potential arising from
unit charge on basis j, given by fSf a,,c fsurface G(x, x')pi(x)oj(x')dS'dS . [131

Chapter 3
The Pre-Corrected FFT Approach
In the previous chapter we described the collocation and Galerkin approaches to
boundary element methods. In both cases, the required computation could be ex-
pressed in the form of a linear system of equations, where a square matrix times a
vector of unknowns is equal to a vector of known quantities. The matrix involved in
these systems is dense, because for each location at which we evaluate a quantity of
interest on the surface of the geometry, it is necessary to consider the contribution
from all other locations [18]. This is significantly different from finite difference or
finite element methods, in which one would iteratively enforce relationships between
neighboring cells in the volume region and - while the number of elements is likely to
be larger - the overall computation can be described in terms of a sparse matrix [5].
Solving a system with a dense matrix is something we would like to avoid, because the
computational cost is high. In the absence of special structure, doing so is approxi-
mately an O(n3 ) operation if we use a direct solver, or as is more commonly done, we
could use an iterative solver which performs a series of matrix-vector multiplications
at a cost of O(n2 )[36]. But in order to be competitive, our method must typically do
even better than O(n2 ) [25].
Fortunately, there exist approaches for improving the performance of the basic
boundary element method. These typically make use of the fact that while contribu-
tions from nearby panels must be computed with a high degree of accuracy, contri-
butions from distant panels can be lumped together or approximated. In this thesis,
we make use of the Precorrected FFT method described by White and Phillips[39],
which is outlined below.
3.1 PFFT
In the Precorrected FFT (PFFT) method, we take one of the standard approaches
described in the previous chapter for computing the influence of panels which are near
each other, but for panels which are sufficiently distant from each other, we can obtain
a reasonable result by approximating the source and evaluation regions with a coarser
level of discretization [39]. To accomplish this, we first generate a bounding box with
axis-aligned edges enclosing the geometry. For the sake of efficiency, the geometry will
be rotated if necessary in order to generate the smallest possible bounding box that
meets the criteria. This box is then subdivided into a regular grid. The intersection
of grid lines define nodes to which we will project the basis functions in nearby cells.
The cell sizes are chosen such that they are larger than the panels. Though it is not a
strict requirement, even the largest panels generally should not span more two cells,
and the algorithm will benefit from having the geometry specified with panels which
all have similar sizes. The following four steps are then performed (these enumerated
steps are a direct quote from Phillips and White in reference [27]):
1. Project the panel charges onto a uniform grid of point charges;
2. compute the grid potentials due to grid charges using an FFT:
3. interpolate the grid potentials onto the panels;
4. directly compute nearby interactions.
Notice that. since the computation of grid potentials takes place over the entire sinm-
ulation domain, we have computed nearby interactions twice: once accurately with
the direct local computation, and once with reduced accuracy. We must subtract out
the portion of the results that came from the grid computation for nearby panels.
Once these steps are complete, we will have achieved the desired solution [27].
3.1.1 Using the FFT to Perform Convolution
The shortest path between two truths in the real domain passes through
the complex domain.
-Jacques Hadamard[22]
In the previous chapter, while describing the integral kernel for the electrostatic case,
we noticed that the Green's function G(x, x') is simpler than a function of the absolute
positions x and x', and is actually a function of the distance x - x'. Thus equation
2.1 can be written
[12]
T(x) = [/ c G(x - x')u(x')dS' (3.1)
This is recognizable as the formula for a convolution [32], and thus we can compute
it using approaches that might be ordinarily used for convolution. Perhaps the most
effective approach is to take advantage of the convolution theorem, which states that
F(f * g) = [F(f )] -[-(g)]
where * is the convolution operator, and-F(f) is the Fourier transform of f [4].
This leads us to the following algorithm for performing the convolution of two one-
dimensional vectors f and g, which can be extended to higher dimensions[28]:
1. Pad the f and g vectors with zeros to length 2N - 1
2. Compute the discrete Fourier transform of each vector
3. Perform an elementwise multiplication of the two resulting vectors
4. Compute the inverse discrete Fourier transform to obtain the final result
A direct convolution of two vectors of length N would ordinarily have an O(N2 )
computation cost, but since the FFT can be done in O(NlogN) time, the algorithm
described here also has an O(NlogN) computational cost [28].

Chapter 4
Basis Functions
Depending on the characteristics of the problem under consideration, users may wish
to represent the physical behavior using any of a variety of basis functions.4
4.1 Motivation for Alternative Basis Functions
In chapter 2, we described the concept of representing a quantity in terms of basis
functions, and in our discussion of the collocation and Galerkin methods, we used
a piecewise constant basis function, with support over a single panel. As a result
of that choice, the computed results for charge densities were necessarily constant
over each panel, and when the result differed on neighboring panels there was a
discontinuity in the results at the panel edges. In general, the choice of basis function
has a direct impact on the set of possible solutions which can be represented. To see
this more clearly, consider a 1D problem for which the physical quantity of interest
(the exact answer) has a distribution as shown in figure 4-1. If we represent the
simulation domain as a collection of ten discrete line segment "panels" and use a
centroid collocation scheme to obtain the result, then we will attempt to enforce the
correct answer at the center of each line segment. If we use piecewise constant basis
functions with support over a single panel, then the solution will be constant over each
panel, and the best we can hope for will be the result as shown in figure 4-2 (for the
sake of comparison, the dashed line represents the exact solution). The discontinuities
Figure 4-1: Exact solution to sample problem
Figure 4-2: Solution to example problem using piecewise constant basis with centroid
collocation
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Figure 4-3: Tent basis functions centered on the boundaries between panels
Interfaces between panels
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at panel interfaces are a characteristic of this result that may be undesirable.
At the cost of a small amount of additional complexity, one can easily imagine
a set of basis functions which can represent solutions with different characteristics.
For example, if we were to use basis functions with overlapping support, it would be
possible to eliminate the discontinuity. An example choice for the 1D problem would
be to center the support of the basis functions at the points that form the interfaces
between the panels, and use a piecewise linear tent function with support over two
adjacent panels, as shown in figure 4-3 [14]. If we use a collocation scheme with test
points at panel boundary points and these tent functions as a basis, then we obtain
the solution shown in figure 4-4 , which eliminates the discontinuities. One possible
3D analogue of this would be to use basis functions with overlapping support, each
of which involves a single edge and the panels which border that edge (which should
always be exactly two panels for a properly formed closed body, and would be one
panel at the boundaries of an open shell).
In general, we make the assumption that users may wish to supply arbitrarily
complicated basis functions, with support over an arbitrarily large subset of the ge-
ometry.
4.2 RWG Basis Functions
In this thesis we use the RWG basis function, named for Rao, Wilton and Glisson[291,
as an example for computation that would benefit from something other than a sim-
Figure 4-4: Solution to example problem using tent basis functions centered on the
boundaries between panels
ple piecewise constant basis function. The most obvious benefit of the RWG basis
function is that, by construction, it enforces the current conservation law. For this
representation, surfaces are first converted to bodies composed of planar triangular
facets. Then for each edge on the surface, the geometry for the RNWG basis consists of
the two triangles neighboring that edge. For example, for the nth edge, with length
1i,, we'll label the neighboring triangles T,: and T,7, where the + and - designation is
chosen such that the positive current reference direction for the nth edge is from T,+
to T,-. Points in T,+ and T,, which are expressed in global coordinates via a vector
r pointing from the origin can be expressed in terms of vectors p, and p- which
are defined to point from the free vertex of T,± and towards the free vertex of T,-,
re(spectively. as shown in figure . If we use this labeling system, and if A+ and A±
are defined to be the areas of T,+ and T,- respectively, then the vector-valued basis
function corresponding to the nth edge is given by:
[29]
p•f, r in T+2A4' r n
f(r) = , r in Tn
0 otherwise
Perhaps the most important consideration when implementing the RWG basis
function in software is that it is a vector-valued basis function [29]. The ability to
easily represent this and perform projection and interpolation operations is one of the
key benefits of the points-based approach we have taken to the basic PFFT method.

Chapter 5
Techniques for Generalizing the
PFFT
5.1 Quadrature Scheme
God does not care about our mathematical difficulties. He integrates
empirically.
- Albert Einstein[19]
It is well known that one possible approximation to the area under a curve that spans
a given region (or equivalently, a possible approximation to the definite integral of
the function defining that curve over the given region) can be obtained by dividing
the curve into a finite set of discrete segments, finding the area under each segment as
approximated by a rectangle, and summing those results. Indeed, many elementary
calculus textbooks introduce the concept of integration by describing just such a pro-
cedure, and then discussing the limit as the number of discrete segments approaches
infinity and their width approaches zero (one such example text being reference [32]).
The area of each rectangle is calculated by multiplying its width by its height, where
the height is determined by the height of the curve at (for the sake of example) the
center of the rectangle's width. When viewed as an approximation to an integral, of
course, the height of a point on the the curve is the result of evaluating the integrand
at a given point.
The procedure just described can be expressed more generally as evaluating the
integrand at a selected set of points, multiplying by weights, and summing the results:
.Q, f(:r)dtrx 7:e ." wif(xi). If, rather than restrict ourselves to -n equally spaced points
and n equal weights, we perimit the locations and weights to vary. then we have 2n
degrees of freedom. If we express the integrand as a Taylor series expansion, we can
integrate the first 2n terms exactly, which in turn means that we can use this scheme
to exactly represent the definite integral of polynomials up to degree 2n- 1 [12]. This is
the core idea of the particular quadrature scheme known as Gaussian quadrature[34].
In order to obtain this result, we must choose the right point locations and weights.
To do so in a one-dimensional problem, the usual appoach is to first map the bounds
of integration to the interval [-1, 1]. The desired evaluation points are the roots of
Legendre polynomials, with the rth polynomial normalized such that P,,(1) = 1. The
quadrature point location ri is given by the ithroot of P, and its weight is given by
wi = (p,)(2',(;,i)) 2 [1][34].
For our algorithmic approach, it is necessary to integrate over triangular sur-
faces, rather than just lines1 . To save time in the determination of appropriate
points and weights for a 2D triangular quadrature scheme, we have obtained permis-
sion to directly use the data in the quadrature/cubature tables published by Ronald
Cools[9] [8] [7].
'The name "quadrature" derives from the analogy to computing the area under a curve by ap-
proximating it. as a square or as a series of rectangles. In higher dimensions, quadrature is often
referred to as cubature, though both terms are accepted[10]. While crosschecking this statement
against other sources, I encountered the following quote, repeated on Wikipedia[40]: "For functions
of one variable, numerical integration is called "quadrature", from the Greek quadratos, meaning
the square whose area equals the area under a given (positive) curve. For functions of more than
one variable, nunierical integration is called "cubature". Much more is known about quadratures,
whereas cubatures are considerably more important to users, a standard state of affairs in inathe-
nmatical subjects." [3]
5.2 Focusing the Algorithm on Points Rather Than
Panels
The previous section discussed the value of quadrature points and weights for inte-
grating functions over the surface of the triangular panels. However, having obtained
the relevant points for all panels in our simulation domain, our algorithmic approach
then uses these points for more than just integration. They also form the primary
representation of the geometry for most of the phases of computation. When we
project the influence of source elements onto grid points and interpolate from grid
points back to target elements, the elements in question are the quadrature points.
This differs slightly from other PFFT implementations which use any of a variety
of methods to match the influence of entire basis functions with grid points. The
fact that our algorithm always does projections and interpolations from points to
points means that the code for projection and interpolation is much simpler than
other implementations, and plugging in new basis functions is as simple as providing
points and a function for evaluating the integrand at those points. This continues
to be true even for vector-valued basis functions, which is a significant convenience.
Another benefit of the points-based approach is that, since a point has radius zero, we
have a simpler criteria for determining the radius within which we wish to perform
direct computations [26]. To explore this further, we now present a more detailed
description of the approach.
The following steps form the primary high level tasks, and directly correspond to
function calls that can be seen in the example. m code in the appendix. The relevant
source code file is shown along with each step:
1. Import geometry.
2. Generate the PFFT grid (rotating the geometry as necessary to ensure the
smallest grid possible). [generatePFFTGrid. m]
3. Define the quadrature points and corresponding weights for all basis functions
in the simulation domain. [obtainCubaturePoints.m]
4. Create the projection and interpolation matrices. [projectToGrid.m]
5. Compute the direct interactions. These will be stored as values in a sparse
matrix D. It is during this step that we determine which elements directly
interact with each other, (lone by dictating that each point will directly interact
with all points in neighboring grid cells, and when a point associated with
source basis function s directly interacts with a point in target basis function
t, then all source points in s must directly interact with all target points in t.
[getDirectInteractions.m]
6. Evaluate the Green's function on the grid, pad it to size 2n x 2n x 2rn (where
n is the number of grid points in any cardinal direction) with the reflection of
the result and take the 3-dimensional FFT. [getGreensFuncFFTOnGrid.m]
7. Compute the precorrection matrix Pc, which is the computation on the grid,
using the contribution of only those points which directly interact. This is
stored as a sparse matrix with the same size and structure as the D matrix.
[getPrecorrection.m]
8. Use an iterative solver (GMRES) to compute the final desired result. The
GMRES algorithm requires that a matrix-vector product be obtained at each
iteration, but instead of explicitly forming the matrix and doing an O(N 2 )
multiplication, we use the remaining steps at each iteration to approximate
the correct matrix-vector product. [call gmres, passing a function handle for
pfftProduct 
.m]
Within the GMRES iterations, we compute multiplication by a vector x by (the
following is all within pfftProduct.m):
1. Convert the panel-based representation of the xr vector to the points-based rep-
resentation.
2. Project the resulting points-based data onto the grid.
3. Pad the projection with zeros to size 2n x 2n, x 2n and compute the 3D FFT.
4. Do an elementwise multiplication of the FFT result in step 6 of the previous set
of steps and the FFT result just obtained in the previous step, then obtain the
inverse FFT of that result, truncate it to size n x n x n (the size of the grid)
and reshape it to a vector.
5. Multiply the interpolation matrix by the result, giving a vector whose length is
the number of points in the simulation.
6. Map the point data back to panels, and apply the precorrection by adding
(D - Pc)x.
The portion of this algorithm which differs most from prior PFFT implementations
is the calculation of the precorrection matrix (step 7 in the outer layer of steps). In
the current implementation, this is also the most expensive portion of the algorithm,
as will be described in chapter 6. The procedure for accomplishing this can perhap
be best understood by looking at the code, shown below:
function Pc = getPrecorrection(P, I, D, panelToPointMap, gridDelta, .
numCells, greensFunc)
% The drawback to calling the fast version of the grid point location
% calculation is that it uses more memory (it stores a
% matrix with 3*numGridPoints elements).
initializeFastGridPointLocation(gridDelta,numCells+l);
% Note: It may be possible to obtain additional performance improvements by to
% vectorizing the inner portions of the nested loop.
Pc = D;
numPanels = size(D,1);
for srcPanel = l:numPanels
targetPanels = D(:,srcPanel);
if (nnz(targetPanels) < 1)
fprintf('src panel %d had no direct interaction tgt panels\n', ...
srcPanel);
else 20
srcPoints = panelToPointMap(srcPanel);
for iSrcPoint = srcPoints(:).'
srcGridPoints = find(P(:,iSrcPoint));
projectionVals = P(srcGridPoints,iSrcPoint);
list = find(targetPanels);
for iTargetPanel = list(:).'
surnOverTgtPoints = 0;
targetPoints = panelToPointMap(iTargetPanel);
for iTargetPoint = targetPoints(:).'
targetGridPoints = find(I(iTargetPoint,:)); 3o
interpVals = I(iTargetPoint,targetGridPoints);
valTmp = 0;
for gridSrc = 1:numel(srcGridPoints)
srcXYZ ...
fastGridPointLocation(srcGridPoints(gridSrc));
%srcXYZ = ...
% gridPointLocation(srcGridPoints(gridSrc), ...
% gridDelta, nummCells+1);
for gridTgt = 1:numel(targetGridPoints)
tgtXYZ =... 40
fastGridPointLocation( ...
targetGridPoints(gridTgt));
%tgtXYZ ...
% gridPointLocation(targetGridPoints( ...
% gridTgt), gridDelta. numn.Cells+ 1);
H = feval(greensFunc, srcXYZ, ...
tgtXYZ);
valTmp = valTmp + ...
interpVals(gridTgt) * H * P(gridSrc);
end 50
end
sumOverTgtPoints = sumOverTgtPoints + valTmp;
end
Pc(iTargetPanel,srcPanel) = sumOverTgtPoints;
end
end
end
end
end
60
function xyz = gridPointLocation(gridPtID,gridDelta,numNodes)
[ix,iy,iz] = ind2sub(numNodes,gridPtID);
x = (ix-1) * gridDelta;
y = (iy-1) * gridDelta;
z = (iz-1) * gridDelta;
xyz = [x y z];
end
function initializeFastGridPointLocation(gridDelta,numNodes) 70
global gridLocations;
n = numNodes(1);
gridLocations = [reshape(repmat(O:n-1,[n 1 n]),...
prod(numNodes),l), ...
reshape(repmat((0:n-1).', [1 n n]),...
prod(numNodes),l), ...
reshape(rpmat (reshape(O:n(1)-l,[1 1 n]),[ n 1]),...
prod(numNodes),1)] * gridDelta,;
end
80
function xyz = fastGridPointLocation(gridPtID)
global gridLocations;
xyz = gridLocations(gridPtID,:);
end
Chapter 6
Results
In this chapter, we consider some test cases - both simple geometries for which
analytical solutions can be obtained, and more complicated structures. We compare
our numerical results and our performance characteristics to those of prior known
implementations based on accelerated boundary element methods.
6.1 Self-Capacitance of a Conducting Sphere
As described in chapter 2, in addition to computing electromagnetic fields or elec-
trostatic potential at any point in space, we can also use the software to compute
the self-capacitance of a body, which is the amount of charge that must be added to
raise its potential by one volt. This provides us with a convenient metric for com-
paring the behavior of software implementations. The self-capacitance of a perfectly
conductive sphere of radius R can be determined analytically to be C = 47rEoR,
where co is the permittivity of free space, taken to be 8.854187818 x 10- 12F/m [21].
Thus, for a sphere of radius 1, we expect the correct value of self-capacitance to be
1.11265 x 10-1 0F [21]. We do not expect to get this exact answer in any of our tests,
since our geometry is represented by a discrete approximation to a sphere, composed
of triangular panels. However, as we increase the fidelity of our representation by
increasing the number of panels, we should see convergence to the correct answer. To
illustrate this point, we have performed a direct computation using the collocation
Figure 6-1: Sphere discretized with varying levels of refinement
Table 6.1: Direct computation using collocation on a discretized sphere with varying
levels of coarseness
Number of panels Computed self-capacitance
48 101.63pF
192 108.42pF
768 110.51pF
Analytically determined 111.27pF
method on a sphere which has been discretized into triangular panels at varying levels
of coarseness as shown in figure 6-1. The results are shown in table 6.1.
Since our primary goal in the analysis of results is to compare a direct boundary
element method with the enhancements we've added, we will make the simplification
of assuming that the geometry provided by the user exactly represents the intended
geometry. In other words, the rest of the reported results will make comparisons
between software packages which are each given objects with the same discrete repre-
sentation rather than comparing against the analytic result for a sphere (for example).
With the direct BEM approach using either the collocation or Galerkin method,
the most convenient variable for controlling accuracy and performance is quadrature
order. This also applies to the PFFT implementation, but here, the number of FFT
grid cells is also an important and easily controlled variable affecting the balance
between accuracy and performance.
6.2 GMRES Iterations
When evaluating the behavior of the PFFT approach, one of the most important
considerations is the number of iterations required for convergence to the correct
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Table 6.2: GMRES Iterations With a Grid of 6x6x6 Nodes
# Panels GMRES Iterations Relative Residual Time for GMRES (seconds)
48 19 9.8 x 10-6 0.0292
192 24 8.2 x 10- 6  0.0375
768 53 6.6 x 10-6 0.3644
answer. Table 6.2 shows the number of iterations required for the various different
discretizations of the sphere.
6.3 Run Time
In the current implementation, the most costly portion of the algorithm is the com-
putation of the precorrection matrix. For each direct panel-to-panel interaction (of
which there are generally a small constant times the number of panels), we must
project the influence of the source quadrature points to the grid, directly compute
the local grid point to grid point interactions and interpolate the result back onto
the target panels. The sum total of work for the computation of the precorrection
matrix is on the order of: the number of direct local panel-to-panel interactions times
the square of the number of quadrature points per panel times the number of grid
points to which the influence of each quadrature point is projected. By comparison
with the run times of the other portions of the algorithm, there is reason to believe
that by making improvements to the code for this section, we could achieve as much
as an order of magnitude improvement. In the meantime, we note that the cost can
be minimized by choosing a grid size that minimizes the number of direct interac-
tions. This is made dramatically clear in figure 6-2, in which the run times of various
portions of the algorithm are plotted with respect to the number of grid nodes.
Since we are well aware of some inefficiencies in the computation of the precorrec-
tion matrix, it is also instructive to look at the run times of the rest of the algorithm,
excluding that portion. For a fixed grid size and varying numbers of panels, we can see
in table 6.3 that the PFFT approach quickly becomes faster than the direct approach.
Figure 6-2: Run Time With Respect to Number of Grid Nodes
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Table 6.3: Run Times in Seconds With a Grid of 6x6x6 Nodes
# Panels Direct Computation (not using PFFT) PFFT setup, excluding Pc PFFT GMRES
48 0.22 0.39 0.0292
192 3.16 1.02 0.0375
768 30.66 15.60 0.3644
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Ease of Use and Performance
For problems with more than a few hundred panels and a relatively homogeneous
distribution of surfaces, it has been shown in other papers that the PFFT approach
to accelerating boundary element methods has a clear performance advantage over
the non-accelerated BEM approach and over some of the other mechanisms for ac-
celeration. In the work done here, we demonstrated that this performance advantage
can continue to exist, while reorganizing the algorithm in such a way as to make the
task of projection and interpolation independent of the choice of basis function, thus
improving the ease with which it can be used.
7.2 Directions for Further Research
The plot in figure 6-2 provides a cautionary note, showing that a poor choice for grid
density can result in large numbers of direct interactions, thus negating the benefit of
the approach. Thus it is necessary to ensure that there are a sufficiently large number
of grid nodes. An improvement to the code would be to automatically generate even
more intelligent choices for this and other configurable parameters.
While it seems clear that the points-based approach allows the code to perform the
projection, grid calculation and interpolation tasks in a basis function-independent
manner, a useful task for fulture research would be to exercise a larger set of pos-
sible basis functions, to ensure that the actual results are obtained with reasonable
performance and accuracy.
Other possible improvements might be to take advantage of symmetries in geom-
etry, and to extend the code to handle different types of problems, such as those with
nonsymmetric Green's functions.
Appendix A
Code
This appendix contains a complete listing of the code used to implement the software
described in the body of the thesis. All filenames ending in .m are written in the
MATLAB M language, while .c, .cc and .h are C/C++ language files, and can be
built using the supplied Makefiles. The code is also maintained as a freely available
download. Contact the author in order to obtain a pointer to the current repository
of software at any time.
A.1 example.m
%% example.m
%This example code shows all the steps for both a PFFT computation and a
% comparison of the results with a direct method.
% Set-up
% Initialize path settings
pathInit;
10
inputFile = 'sphere768.qif';
fprintf ('*******************************
fprintf('Beginning test with input file %s\n', inputFile);
% Take advantage of existing file input code:
panelArray = readpainels(inputFile);
% Convert fastcap panels into our representation 20
panels = fastcapPanelsToPSets(panelArray);
% Get list of unique vertices
vertexPoints = getVertices(panels);
% Compute bounding box
[bboxExtents,rotation] = getSmallestBBox(vertexPoints);
% Rotate such that axis-aligned bbox will be the smallest bbox:
vertexPoints = applyTransform(vertexPoints,rotation); 30
% Shift such that all coordinates will be positive:
vertexPoints = applyShift(vertexPoints, -bboxExtents(1,:));
% Insert transformed point data as new panel vertices:
panels = setVertices(panels,vertexPoints);
% NOTE: All computation from, here forward works on the rotated and shifted
% geometry. Results must be transformed back if the original coordinates
Y are desired. 10
plot(panels);
% For a collocation approach, use the centroids of panels as targets
centroids = getCentroids(panels);
1% Use calcp with direct computation for the entire system,
7% just for comparison purposes:
% tO = clock; 50
% numPanels = numel(panels);
% P = zeros(numPanels);
o areas = zeros(numPanels,1);
% for i=1:numPanels
% [areas(i),centroid,Z,temp] =
% calcp(getData(getPanel Vertices (panels,i).').', ...
getData(centroids).');
% P(:,i) = temp.';
% end
% perf.completeDirect = etime(clock,tO); 60
% fprintf('Time for direct approach: %g\n',perf.completeDirect);
%% Compute capacitance from direct approach
directCap = mToC(P,areas)*le12;
fprintf('Capacitance (picofarads) via direct computation: %g\n',directCap);
% PFFT 70
tO = clock;
% Generate a reasonable grid. generatePFFTGrid does not make any attempt to
% find the optimal orientation of the geometry. This has already been done
% above.
[gridDelta, gridStart, numCells] = generatePFFTGrid(panels, centroids, 30);
nuinNodes = nurnCells+1;
perf.numPanels = numPanels;
perf.numNodes = numNodes; so
% Unlike the traditional PFFT approach, at this stage we switch our focus
% away from panels and and instead deal directly with points which.
% represent a discretized form of the basis functions (points are
% quadrature points on the panel surfaces).
[basisFunctionPoints, weights, pointToPanelMap, panelToPointMap] =
obtainCubaturePoints(panels, 1);
% In this example, we used the size of the largest panel to help determine
% the gridDelta value, and thus we can safely use gridDelta to determine 90
% the minimum radius for direct interactions.
ininRadius = gridDelta*2;
tl = clock;
% Projection and interpolation matrices
[projectionMat,interpolationMat,pointToCellMap]
pro jectToGrid(basisFunctionPoints, weights, areas, .
gridDelta, nurnCells);
perf.projection = etime(clock, tl);
fprintf('Time for generating projection matrix (%d panels): %g\n',... 1oo
nurnPanels, perf.projection);
% Obtain direct interaction structure. Just like previous PFFT
% implementations, the directStructure output variable is a sparse matrix
% of ones. There is a one in row i, column j if evaluation point i is
% sufficiently close to source point j.
tl = clock;
D = getDirectInteractions(basisFunctionPoints, weights, ...
areas, minRadius, gridDelta, pointToPanelMap, ... 11no
panelToPointMap, pointToCellMap, numCells, numPanels, panels);
perf.directInteractions = etime(clock,tl);
fprintf('Time for computing direct interactions (%d panels): %g\n', ...
numPanels, perf.directInteractions);
tl = clock;
greensFuncFFTOnGrid
getGreensFuncFFTOnGrid(gridDelta, numCells, @inverseDistance);
perf.greens = etime(clock,tl); 120
fprintf('Time fbr computing Greens function on grid (%d panels): %g\n', ...
numPanels, perf.greens);
tl = clock;
Pc = getPrecorrection(projectionMat, interpolationMat, D, .
panelToPointMap, gridDelta, numCells, @inverseDistance);
perf.precorrect = etime(clock,tl);
fprintf('Time for obtaining precorrection matrix (%d panels): %g\n', .
numPanels, perf.precorrect);
directMinusPrecorrection = D - Pc; 130
% Create RHS representing a voltage of 1 on all panels
% Question: when rhs contains an entry for every quadrature point. should
% it be multiplied by the weights? Answer should be no.
rhs = ones(numPanels, 1);
perf.pfftsetup = etime(clock,t0);
fprintf('Time for PFFT setup (%d panels): %g\n',numPanels,
perf.pfftsetup);
tO = clock; 140
% Solve using gmres
f = gmres(@(f)pfftProduct(f, projectionMat, interpolationMat, ...
greensFuncFFTOnGrid, directMinusPrecorrection, nuimNodes, .
weights, panelToPointMap, pointToPanelMap), rhs, [], le-5, ...
min(numPanels,60)) ;
perf.gmres = etime(clock,t0);
fprintf('Time for PFFT gmres (7d panels): %g\n',numPanels,perf.gmres);
150
%% Compute capacitance from, PFFT approach
E_0 = 8.854187818;
f = f .* areas;
C = sum(f);
% Scale the capacitance by the free space dielectric permitivity and 4pi.
pfftCaI = E_0 * 4 * pi * C;
160
fprintf('Capacitance (picofarads) via PFFT: %g\n',pfftCap);
A.2 generatePFFTGrid.m
function [gridDelta, gridStart, numCells] =
generatePFFTGrid(panels, centroids, factor)
% Set dynamicCellCount to true if we wish to determine the number of FFT
% grid cells dynamically:
dynamicCellCount = false;
if dynamicCellCount
%% This approach attempts to dynamically determine the optimal number
% of grid cells: to
bbox = getAABBox(getVertices(panels));
gridStart = bbox(1,:);
maxEdge = maxEdgeLength(panels);
gridDelta = maxEdge * factor;
n = ceil( max(bbox(2,:) - bbox(1,:))/gridDelta )+1;
numCells = [n n n];
else
%% This approach arbitrarily defines a grid with a fixed number of 20
% cells, which has the advantage that we know exactly how much memory
% will be consumed:
desiredNumCells = [factor factor factor];
bbox = getAABBox(getVertices(panels));
gridStart = bbox(1,:);
gridDelta = 1.01*max(bbox(2,:) - bbox(1,:))/desiredNumCells(1);
n = ceil(max(bbox(2,:) - bbox(1,:))/gridDelta);
numCells = [n n n];
end 30
A.3 getPrecorrection.m
function Pc = getPrecorrection(P, I, D, panelToPointMap, gridDelta,...
numCells, greensFunc)
% The drawback to calling the fast version of the grid point location
% calculation is that it uses more memory (it stores a
% matrix with 3*numGridPoints elements).
initializeFastGridPointLocation(gridDelta,numCells+ 1);
% Note: It may be possible to obtain additional performance improvements by to
% vectorizing the inner portions of the nested loop.
Pc = D;
numPanels = size(D,1);
for srcPanel = l:nuinPanels
targetPanels = D(:,srcPanel);
if (nnz(targetPanels) < 1)
fprintf('src panel %d had no direct interaction tgt panels\n',
srcPanel);
else 20
srcPoints = panelToPointMap(srcPanel);
for iSrcPoint = srcPoints(:).'
srcGridPoints = find(P(:,iSrcPoint));
projectionVals = P(srcGridPoints,iSrcPoint);
list = find(targetPanels);
for iTargetPanel = list(:).'
sumOverTgtPoints = 0;
targetPoints = panelToPointMap(iTargetPanel);
for iTargetPoint = targetPoints(:).'
targetGridPoints = find(I(iTargetPoint,:)); 30
interpVals = I(iTargetPoint,targetGridPoints);
valTmp = 0;
for gridSrc = 1:numel(srcGridPoints)
srcXYZ =
fastGridPointLocation(srcGridPoints(gridSrc));
%srcXYZ =...
% gridPointLocation(srcGridPoints(gridSrc), 
...
%o gridDelta, numCells+ 1);
for gridTgt = 1:numel(targetGridPoints)
tgtXYZ =... 40
fastGridPointLocation( 
...
targetGridPoints(gridTgt));
%tgtXYZ =...
% gridPointLocation (targetGridPoints( ...
% gridTgt), gridDelta,numCells+ 1);
H = feval(greensFunc, srcXYZ,..
tgtXYZ);
valTmp = valTmp + ..
interpVals(gridTgt) * H * P(gridSrc);
end 50
end
sumOverTgtPoints = sumOverTgtPoints + valTmp;
end
Pc(iTa.rgetPanel,srcPanel) = sumOverTgtPoints;
end
end
end
end
end
60
function xyz = gridPointLocation(gridPtID,gridDelta,numNodes)
[ix,iy,iz] = ind2sub(numNodes,gridPtlD);
x = (ix-1) * gridDelta;
y = (iy-1) * gridDelta;
z = (iz-1) * gridDelta;
xyz = [x y z];
end
function initializeFastGridPointLocation(gridDelta,numNodes) 70
global gridLocations;
n = numNodes(1);
gridLocations = [reshape(rcpmat (0:n-1, [n 1 n]), .
prod(nur Nodes),1), ...
reshape(repmat((0:n-1).', [1 n n]), .
prod(numNodes),l), ...
reshape(repmat(reshape(0:n(1)-l,[1 1 n]),[n n 1]),...
prod(numNodes),1)] * gridDelta;
end
80
function xyz = fastGridPointLocation(gridPtID)
global gridLocations;
xyz = gridLocations(gridPtlD,:);
end
A.4 projectToGrid.m
function [projectionMat,interpolationMat,pointToCellMap =
projectToGrid(points, weights, areas, gridDelta, numCells)
% projectionMat = ...
% projectToGrid(points, gridDelta, numCells)
% points is a pointSet object defining the points to project to the
% grid.
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% gridDelta is a scalar and numCells is a 3-element vector, which
% combine to define the extents of the grid, which is assumed to be
% axis-aligned with its 0,0,0 point coincident with the global origin.
% The output is an MxN matrix, where M is the number of grid points to
% which we are projecting, and N is the number of source points. If the
% resulting matrix is multiplied by a vector indicating the quadrature
% weight for each point, then the result will be a vector indicating
% weights at grid points.
% The output matrix is sparse, with k*N or fewer nonzeros, where k=8 for 20
% the simplest 3D projection scheme.
% The task of finding the projection matrix is somewhat easier for us than
% in past PFFT implementations, since we are projecting individual points,
% rather than entire basis functions.
% Low order projection should suffice.
% For simple, low order projection, we just project to the 8 neighboring
% grid points. First, for input point i, determine the locations of those
% grid points, and then define dl, d2, ... d8, representing the euclidean 30
% distance to each neighboring grid point. The i,j entry of the matrix is
% given by:
% Aj = (l/dj) / ((1/d1)+(1/d2)+. ..+(1/d8))
% As written, the calculation would be somewhat dangerous, since any dx is
% likely to be small and could be zero. So to avoid loss of accuracy or
% the introduction of NaNs, we rewrite the expression as:
% Aij = (dl *. ..d-j-l *dj+1 *... *d8 /the product of all dx except dj]) /
d2*d3*... *d8 + dl *d3*... *d8 + dl*d2*d*.. .*d8 + ... +
40
nuinGridPts = prod(numCells+l);
numSrcPts = numel(points);
iVector = zeros(8*numSrcPts,1);
jVector = zeros(8*numSrcPts,1);
projectionVVector = zeros(8*numSrcPts, 1);
interpolationVVector = zeros(8*numSrcPts,1);
pointToCellMap = zeros(numnSrcPts, 1);
for i = l:nunSrcPts
% Grid points are located at the 8 combinations of 50
% ({ xOxl} , { y0yl }, {zO zl }) stored in cellBounds as
[ TO Xl ;yO yl y- zO zl]
distances = zeros(8,1);
location = getData(points(i));
cellBoundls - zeros(3,2);
gridMinIndex = zeros(3,1);
for k = 1:3
gridMinIndex(k) = floor(location(k)/gridDelta) + 1;
if gridMinIndex(k) > numCells(k)+l
error(['Attempted to project to a grid point' ... so
' outside the simulation domain. ');
end
if gridMinIndex(k) == numCells(k)+1
% Clip to edge when the source points lie exactly on (or very
% close to) the boundary of the simulation domain
gridMinlndex(k) = numCells(k);
end
cellBounds(k,1) = (gridMinIndex(k) - 1) * gridDelta;
cellBounds(k,2) = gridMinIndex(k) * gridDelta;
end 70
pointToCellMap(i) = linearIndex(gridMinIndex,numCells);
for x = 1:2
for y=1:2
for z=1:2
distances((x-1)*4+(y-1)*2+(z-1)+)
distance([cellBounds(1,x), .
cellBounds(2,y), 
.
cellBounds(3,z)], location);
end
end 80
end
denominatorTerms = zeros(8,1);
for k = 1:8
tmpDistances = distances;
tmpDistances(k) = 1;
denominatorTerms(k) = prod(timpDistances);
end
denominator = sum(denominatorTerms);
for x = 1:2
for vy=1:2
for z=1:2
iter = (x-1)*4 + (y-1)*2 + (z-1) + 1;
gridPtlndex = linearIndex(gridMinIndex+ [x- l;y-1;z- 1], ...
numCells+1);
vectorlndex = (i-1)*8 + iter;
iVector(vectorIndex) = gridPtIndex;
jVector(vectorIndex) = i;
projectionVVector(vectorlndex) =
areas( i)*denominatorTermns(iter) /denominator;
interpolationVVector(vectorIndex) =...
weights(i)*denominatorTerms(iter)/denominator;
end
end
end
end
projectionMat = sparse(iVector,jVector, projectionVVector, .
nuinGridPts, ninSrcPts);
interpolationMat = sparse(jVector,iVector,interpolationVVector, ...
numSrcPts,numnGridPts);
%Or., fbor comrparisorn purposes with, a zero-order approach:
% projectionMat = (gr'idlnterpolate(getData(poits). areas.', 0, ...
y gridDelta, numrnCells+1)).
% interpolationMat = gridInterpTolate(getate(etDaa(points), weights.', 0, ...
gridDelta, numCells+1);
end
function lidx = linearIndex(idx,numVerts) 120
lidx = (idx(3)- 1)*numVerts(1)*numVerts(2) + .
(idx(2)-1)*numVerts(1) + ...
idx(1);
end
A.5 shiftAndRotate.m
function vertices = shiftAndRotate(vertices, rotator, shift)M
vertices = rotator * vertices; M
vertices(1,:) = vertices(1,:) - shift(1); M
vertices(2,:) = vertices(2,:) - shift(2);Am
vertices(3,:) = vertices(3,:) - shift(3);M
A.6 getDirectInteractions.m
function directPointInteractions =
getDirectInteractions(basisFunctionPoints, weights, areas,..
minRadius, gridDelta, pointToPanelMap, panelToPointMap, ...
pointToCellMap, numCells, numPanels, panels)
7% function D = getDirectInteractions(basisFunctionPoints, weights, .
% minRadius, gridDelta)
% D is a sparse matrix containing the results of performing analysis on to
direct interactions.
For each source, find all directly interacting target points. Note that
if a source and target interact, then we should also do all
interactions of all source points in the relevant source panel with all
target points in the relevant target panel.
Since the radius of a point is zero, the interaction radius is defined
exclusively by grid size. All points in neighboring grid cells are
guaranteed to interact directly.
% Note: dynamically increasing the
% inefficient. We can improve this
% that we don't know a priori how
% table implementation would be a
srcPanelList = [];
targetPanelList = [];
vals = [];
size of srcList and targetList is
by preallocating. The tricky part is
big it needs to be. An efficient hash
fine approach.
numPointsPerPanel = numel(basisFunctionPoints) / numPanels;
if (numPointsPerPanel ~= floor (numPointsPerPanel))
error(['Number of points does not divide equally' ...
' by the number of panels']);
end
Note: there are some efficiencies that could be gained by modifying this
implementation. For example, this is gquaranteed to be symmetric, so 'we re
currently doing twice as much work as necessary. Also, most direct
interactions are identified as such more than once (for distance
% reasons, same panel reasons, etc.), and we could prune the search tree.
pointLocations = getData(basisFunctionPoints);
handledSrcPanels = zeros(numPanels,1);
startIndex = 1;
centroids = getCentroids(panels);
for isrc = 1:numel(basisFunctionPoints)
isrcpanel = pointToPanelMap(isrc);
if ~handledSrcPanels(isrcpanel)
srcCellID = pointToCellMap(isrc);
neighborList = getCellNeighborList(srcCellID,numCells); 50
tmpPointList = [];
tmpTargetPanelList = [];
for ineighbor = neighborList(:).'
% Points in neighboring cells are guaranteed to require direct
% computation
tmpPointList =
[tmpPointList; find(pointToCellMap == ineighbor)];
end
for ipoint = tmpPointList(:).'
% Points on the same panel are required to stay together, 60
% and we do local direct computation by panels, not by points
if (isempty(find(tmpTargetPanelList==pointToPanelMap(ipoint))))
tmpTargetPanelList =
[tmpTargetPanelList; pointToPanelMap(ipoint)];
end
end
if (numel(tmpTargetPanelList) > 0)
srcPanelList =
[srcPanelList; ones(numel(tmpTargetPanelList),1)*isrcpanel];
targetPanelList = [targetPanelList; tmpTargetPanelList]; 70
[area,centroid,Z, temp] =...
calcp(getData(getPanelVertices(panels, isrcpanel).') .' ..
getData(centroids(tmnpTargetPanelList).') ));
vals(startIndex: startIndex+numel(temp) -1) = temp.';
startIndex = startIndex + numel(temp);
end
handledSrcPanels(isrcpanel) = 1;
end
end
80
directPanelInteractions
sparse (srcPanelList, targetPanelList,vals,...
numPanels,numPanels);
directPointInteractions ...
panelInteractToPointInteract (directPanelInteractions,
panelToPointMap, weights);
end
90
function neighborList = getCellNeighborList(cellID,numCells)
% neighborList will be a list of the neighboring cells, *including*
% the original cellID.
neighborList = [];
[cellX,cellY,cellZ] = ind2sub(numCells,cellID);
for x = cellX--l:cellX+1
for y = cellY-l:cellY+1
for z = cellZ-1:cellZ+1
if (x >=1) && (x <= nunmCells(1)) && ... 1oo
(y >=1) && (y <= numCells(2)) &&
(z >=1) && (z <= numCells(3))
id = sub2ind(numCells,x,y,z);
neighborList(end+l) = id;
end
end
end
end
end
function isNeighbor = cellsAreNeighbors(celll,cell2,numCells)
[celllX,celllY,celllZ] =
[cell2X,cell2Y,cell2Z] =
ind2sub(numCells,celll 1);
ind2sub(numCells,cell2);
if (celllX >= cell2X-1 && celllX <= cell2X+1) && ...
(celllY >= cell2Y-1 && celllY <= cell2Y+1) && ...
(celllZ >= cell2Z-1 && celllZ <= cell2Z+1)
neighbors = true;
else
neighbors = false;
end
end
A.7 mapPanelDataToPointData.m
function pointData =
mapPanelDataToPointData(panelData, ...
panelToPointMap, weights)
pointData = ...
weights.*reshape(reprmat(panelData, 1, .
size(panelToPoint Map,2)),size(weights));
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A.8 mapPointDataToPanelData.m
function panelData =
mapPointDataToPanelData(pointData, pointToPanelMap, weights)
panelData = sum(reshape(pointData.*weights,size(pointToPanelMap)),2);
A.9 pfftProduct.m
function b = pfftProduct(x, projectionMat, inteipolationMat,
greensFuncFFTOnGrid, directMinusPrecorrection, numNodes,
weights, panelToPointMap, pointToPanelMap)
% function b = pfftProduct(x, projectionMat, inte'rpolationMat.
% greensFuncOn Grid, directMin usPrecorrection)
% This function computes the result of a matrix-vector multiplication,
% without ever actually forming the matrix:, and without taking O(N^2,) to
% steps.
% Convert panel-based representation to points-based representation:
pointData = mapPanelDataToPointData(x, panelToPointMap, weights);
% Project x onto grid:
gridProjection = reshape(projectionMat*pointData, numNodes);
7o C'ompute F'FT:
projectionFFT = fftn(gridProjection, 2*numNodes);
resultWithPadding = ifftn(greensFuncFFTOnGrid .* projectionFFT);
result = resultWithPadding(l:numNodes(1), l:numNodes(2), l:numNodes(3));
interpolatedResult = interpolationMat*result(:);
% Convert points-based representation to panel-based representation:
panelData = ... 30
mapPointDataToPanelData(interpolatedResult, pointToPanelMap, weights);
% Apply precorrection:
b = panelData + directMinusPrecorrection*x;
A.10 get GreensFuncFFTOnGrid.m
function greensFuncOnGrid =
getGreensFtnicFFTOnGrid(gridDelta, numCells, greensFunc)
% function greensFuncOnGrid =
% get GreensFuncFFTOn Grid(gridDelta, num Cells, greensFunc)
% Returns complete 3D array of size numNodes ( = numCells+l) with the
% evaluation of the Green's function at each location.
inumnNodes = numCells+1; 10
greensFuncOnGrid = zeros(numNodes*2);
tmpGrid = zeros(numNodes+1);
X = [0 0 0];
XX = [0 0 0];
for ii = 1:numNodes(1)+l
for jj = 1:numNodes(2)+l1
for kk = 1:numNodes(3)+1
XX(1) = (ii-1) * gridDelta; 20
XX(2) = (jj-1) * gridDelta;
XX(3) = (kk-1) * gridDelta;
tmpGrid(ii,jj,kk) = feval(greensFunc, X, XX);
end
end
end
tmpSize = size(tmpGrid);
greensFiuncOnGrid(1 :tmipSize(1), 1:tmpSize(2), 1:tmpSize(3)) ...
tmnpGrid; 30
% Reflect values in the x direction
greensFuncOnGrid(tmpSize(1)+1:end, l:tmpSize(2), l:tmpSize(3)) =
greensFuncOnGrid(tmpSize(1)-1:-1:2, 1:tmpSize(2), 1:tmpSize(3));
% Reflect values in the y direction
greensFuncOnGrid(1:end, tmpSize(2)+1:end, l:tmpSize(3)) =
greensFuncOnGrid(1:end, tmpSize(2)-1:-1:2, l:tmpSize(3));
% Reflect values in the z direction 40
greensFuncOnGrid(l:end, 1:end, tmpSize(3)+1:end) =
greensFuncOnGrid(l:end, 1:end, tmpSize(3)-1:-1:2);
% Perform fftn
greensFuncOnGrid = fftn(greensFuncOnGrid);
% Future improvement (requires change in usage):
% Returns a vector of length 2*numNodes-1.
% Assumes that the Green's function is symmetric: G(a,b)=G(b,a) 50
% We do not form the full matrix of all NxN interactions. Just
% the top row, followed be the 2:end entries in the first column.
% This will be used as one of the vectors in the convolution, and
% is justified by the fact that the grid is uniform.
% X=[o 0 0];
% XX=0 0o o];
% numNodes = numCells+1;
% greensFuncOnGrid = zeros(2*prod(numNodes)-1, 1); 60
% for i=1:prod(numNodes)
% [x,y,z] = ind2sub(numNodes,i);
% XX = (Kx y z- 1) *grtidDelta;
% greensFuncOnGrid(i) = feval(greensFunc, X, XX);
% end
% greens Func On Grid(numNodes + 1:end) = greensFunc On Grid(2:numNodes);
A.11 obtainCubaturePoints.m
function [points,weights,pointToPanelMap,panelToPointMap]
obtainCubaturePoints(panels,order)
% Inputs:
% panels: a panelSet object specifying the geometry of all panels
% order: an integer specifying quadrature order
% Outputs: to
% points: a pointSet object with all quadrature points
% weights: quadrature weights corresponding to each point
% mapping: a vector of length numPoints with the panel ID corresponding
% to each quadrature point.
if order == 1
order = 1;
points = getCcntroids(panels);
weights = ones(numel(points),1);
mapping = (l:numel(points)).'; 20
pointsPerPanel = 1;
else
%% The following cubature rules come from Ronald Cools' data at
% http://www.cs.kuleuven. be/-nines/research/ecf/ecf.html
% and some improvements are indebted to
% Greg von Winckel's "Gaussian Quadrature for Triangles"
% implementation made available at the Matlab Central File Exchange.
30
% See also: J.N. Lyness, Ronald Cools, A Survey of Numerical Cubature
o% over Triangles (1994)
pointsPerPanel = order^2;
pointData = zeros(pointsPerPanel*numel(panels),3);
weights = zeros(pointsPerPanel*numel(panels),1);
panelIndices = l:numel(panels);
repeatedIndices = repmat(panellndices,pointsPerPanel,1);
mapping = reshape(repeatedIndices,numel(repeatedIndices),1); 40
for i = 1:numel(panels)
[xform,panelJ = getCoordTransform(panels(i));
v = getData(panel);
n = l:order;
d = 2*n+1;
A = [1/3 repmat(1,1,order)./(d.*(d+2))I;
n = 2:order;
d = d(n);
nNext = n+1;
B1 = 2/9; 50
c = d.^2;
B = (nNext.*n).^2*4./(c.*(c-1));
ab = [A' [2; B1; B']];
s = sqrt(ab(2:order,2));
[V,X] = eig(diag(ab(1:order,1),0)+diag(s,-1)+diag(s,1));
[X,I] =sort(diag(X));
x = (X+1)/2;
wx = ab(1,2) * V(1,I)' .^2 / 4;
orderCurr = order; ,0
orderNext = order+1;
order = order-i;
y = cos((2*(order:-1:0)'+1)*pi/(2*order+2));
G = zeros(orderCurr,orderNext);
yO = 2;
iter = 0;
while max(abs(y-y0)) > eps
G(:,1) = 1;
G(:,2)=y;
for k = 2:orderCurr 70
G(:,k+l) = (2*k-1)*y.*G(:,k)-(k-1)*G(:,k-1) )/k;
end
pointbase = (orderNext)*( G(:,orderCurr)-y.*G(:,orderNext) )./(1-y.^2);
yO = y;
y = yO-G(:,orderNext)./pointbase;
iter = iter+1;
end
r =[ 1, 0, 0; -1, 0, 1; 0, 1,-1]*v;
t =(l+y)/2; 80
Wx = abs(det(r(2:3,:)))*wx;
Wy = 1./((1-y.^2).*pointbase.^2)*(orderNext/orderCurr)^2;
W = Wx+Wy;
[xi,eta] = meshgrid(t,x);
yy = xi.*eta;
X = r(1,1)+r(2,1)*eta+r(3,1)*yy;
Y = r(1,2)+r(2,2)*eta+r(3,2)*yy;
pointData((i- 1)*pointsPerPanel+1: (i)*pointsPerPanel+1) =
coordTransform(X,Y,xform);
weights((i- 1)*pointsPerPanel+ :(i)*pointsPerPanel+ 1) = W; 90
end
points = pointSet(pointData);
end
pointToPanelMap = mapping;
% Note: This takes advantage of the fact that points are guaranteed to be
% grouped together by the panel on which they reside:
panelToPointMap = reshape(pointToPanelMap, pointsPerPanel, numel(panels)). ;
okeyboard; % please confirm panelToPointMap 100
A.12 mapPointResultsToPanel.m
function resultVector = mapPointResultsToPanel(pointsBasedResult, ...
weights, numPanels)
% function result Vector = mapPointResultsToPanel(pointsBasedResult, 
.
% weights, pointToPanelMap)
% inputs:
pointsBasedResult is an M•l vector, where M is the number of
points in the simulation domain. 10
% weights is the vector of weights obtained from the cubature
% routine.
% pointToPanel map is a vector whose length is the number of points
% in the simulation domain, and whose entries define the panellD
% corresponding to each point.
% outputs:
% resultVector is a vector whose length is the number of panels in 20
% the simulation domain.
pointsBasedResult = pointsBasedResult .* weights;
pointsPerPanel = size(pointsBasedResult,1) / numPanels;
if (pointsPerPanel ~= floor (pointsPerPanel))
error(['Number of points does not divide equally'
' by the number of panels.']);
end 30
resultVector =
sum(reshape(pointsBasedResult,numPanels,pointsPerPanel),2);
A.13 inverseDistance.m
function g = inverseDistance(x, y)M
78
distance = norm(x-y);M
if distance > 0.0M
g = 1.0/distance;M
elseM
g = 0.0; % Zero for self termAM
endM
A.14 pointIndicesFromPanel.m
function relevantPoints = pointIndicesFromPanel(mapping, i)
% pointIndicesFromPanel returns a vector of integers representing the point
% IDs in the list of basisFunctionPoints that were obtained from panel i.
relevantPoints = find(mapping==i);
A.15 mToC.m
function [Creal] = mToC(matrix,areas)
% mToC computes capacitance from charge densities and areas.
% Usage: mToC(matriz,areas)
% where matrix supplies the system of equations relating charge density
% to potential, and areas is a vector of surface areas for the
% corresponding panels.
% Permitivity of free space.
E_0 = 8.854187818E-12;
% Create the rhs
[r,c] size(matrix);
rhs = ones(r,1);
4 Solve for the charge density vector
q = matrix \ rhs;
disp('solved for charge');
if (size(areas(1)) = 1)
areas = areas.'
end
% Integrate the charge over the surface to compute the capacitance.
% But first multiply the charge density by the panel area.
q = q. areas;
C = sum(q);
% Scale the capacitance by the free space dielectric permitivity and 4pi.
Creal = E_0 * 4 * pi * C;
A.16 readpanel.m
function [List] = readpanel(line,List, panelsize)
% Reads a panel with vertices as floating point numbers on a line
%o Hack below deals with this programmer's limited ability to figure
% out matlab's approach to handling lines with mixed text and numbers.
[stuff,cnt]=sscanf(line, '%s %d %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f');
if (cnt == (2 + panelsize * 3))
fastcap = 1;
fastlap = 0;
elseif (cnt == (2 + 3 + panelsize * 3)) 10
fastcap = 0;
fastlap = 1;
else
disp('Format error in panel! ');
return;
end
% Stuff now has the vertices of a panel.
% Stick in List (a multidimensional array).
[rows,cols,numpanels] = size(List); 20
numpanels = numpanels +1;
List(1,1,numpanels) = panelsize;
List(1,2,numpanels) = stuff(2);
List(1,3,numpanels) = 0;
if(fastlap == 1)
List(panelsize+2,1,numpanels) = stuff(cnt - 2); % Potential
List(panelsize+2,2,numpanels) = stuff(cnt - 1); % d/dn Potential
List(panelsize+2,3,numpanels) = stuff(cnt); % Type
end;
index = 3; 30
for i=2:panelsize+1l
for j=1:3
List(i,j,numpanels) = stuff(index);
index = index + 1;
end
end
40
A.17 readpanels.m
function [panels] = readpanels(file)
% Read the file, line by line, and dispatch based on first character on line.
% Panel type, cond number, xl, ylg zl. z2, y2, z2, ... xn, yn, zn
% Panel type:
% Q means quadralateral
Y T means triangle
% 0 or # or * means a comment
% Conductor number:
% An integer indicting a conductor number.
% Panel is stored as 3-D array 0
% [panel verts, cond num, 01
% [vert 1 x,yz]
% [vert 2 x,y,z]
% [vert 3 x,y,zl
% [vert n x,yz]
% [potential, d/dn potential, type]
20
panels(1,1,1) - 0.0;
fid = fopen(file, 'r');
while 1
line = fgetl(fid);
if ~ischar(line), break, end
if length(line) ~= 0,
if (strcmp(line(1),'Q') > 0) (strcmp(line(1),'q') > 0)
panels = readpanel(line, panels, 4);
elseif(strcmp(line(1),'T') > 0) 1 (strcmp(line(1),'t') > 0) 30
panels = readpanel(line, panels, 3);
elseif((strcmp(line(1),'O') == 0)& (strcmp(line(1),'#') ==0) & (strcmp(line(1),',
'syntax error in input file'
line
end
end
end
% Get rid of the dummy header panel.
[r,c,numpanels] = size(panels); 40
panels = panels(:,:,2:numpanels);
A.18 pathlnit.m
-Script to initalize path settings.
%Script to initialize path settings.
global PFFT_BASE_PATH ;
PFFT_BASEPATH = pwd;
addpath(PFFTBASE PATH);
% Geometry-handling classes to
addpath([PFFTBASE_PATH '/geometry']);
A.19 fastcapPanelsToPSets.m
function panels = fastcapPanelsToPSets(fastcapPanels)
% panels = fastcapPanelsToPSets(fastcapPanels)
% Converts panels from, the fastcap-style representation to a panelSet
% object.
% Example:
% panelArray = readpanels('sphere48. qif');
% panels = fastcapPanels ToPSets(panelArray);
% points = getPointSet(panels);
10
arraySize = size(fastcapPanels);
if numel(arraySize) -= 3
error('fastcapPanels must be a 3-dimensional array');
end
nurnVertsPerPanel = arraySize(l) - 2;
if nurnVertsPerPanel ~= 3
% TODO: Remove this restriction when an an ppropriate set of functions
% handle nontriang'ular panels. 20
error('fastcapPanelsToPSets currently only works with triangular panels');
end
numPanels = arraySize(3);
points = pointSet();
panelData = zeros(numVertsPerPanel,numPanels);
for i=l:numPanels
% The tricky part here is that the fastcap representation (and the .qif
% file from which it reads) specifies the coordinates of each panel's 30
7% vertices independently. This means that each vertex is repeated once
% for each panel which uses it, and connectivity information is
%o nonexistent. The addPoint( method of pointSet coalesces vertices
% within a given tolerance, and we represent panels with references to
%6 the vertex IDs.
id = zeros(3,1);
for j=1:numVertsPerPanel
coords = fastcapPanels(j+1,:,i);
[points,id(j)J = addPoint(points,coords.'); 40
end
panelData(:,i) = id;
end
panels = panelSet(points,panelData);
A.20 geometry/@panelSet/getPointSet.m
function points = getPointSet(panelset)
% getPointSet(panelset)
% Deprecated. Replaced by getVertices0
warning('getPointSet is deprecated, and has been replaced by getVertices. ');
points = panelset.points;
A.21 geometry/@panelSet/getVertices.m
function points = getVertices(panelset)
% get Vertices(panelset)
% Returns a pointSet object containing the vertices of the panels in
% the panelset provided.
points = panelset.points;
A.22 geometry/@panelSet/getCentroids.m
function centroids = getCentroids(panelset)
% getCentroids (panelset)
% Returns a pointSet object containing the centroids of the panels in
% the panelset provided. The IDs of the centroid points correspond to
% the IDs of the corresponding panels. The pointSet object may have
% duplicate points in identical locations if necessary.
numPanels = panelset.numiPanels;
nunmVertsPerPanel = panelset.nurnVertsPerPanel; to
panelData = panelset.panelData;
pointSetObj = panelset.points;
centroidData = zeros(3,numPanels);
for i = 1:numPanels
vertexPoints = pointSetObj(panelData(l:numVertsPerPanel,i));
centroidData(:,i) = mean(vertexPoints);
end
centroids = pointSet(centroidData);
A.23 geometry/@panelSet/plot.m
function plot(varargin)
% plot(panelset, data)
% data is optional. If omitted, the panelset will be plotted with
% constant color.
panelset = varargin{1};
if nargin == 1
data = [.8 .7 .4]; % Arbitrary color choice when data is not provided
elseif nargin == 2
data = varargin{2};
elseif nargin > 2
error ('No more than two arguments permitted. ');
end
points = panelset.points;
panelData = panelset.panelData;
numPanels = panelset.numPanels; 20
numVertsPerPanel = panelset.numVertsPerPanel;
pointData = getData(points);
x = zeros(numVertsPerPanel,1);
y = zeros(numVertsPerPanel, 1);
z = zeros(nurnVertsPerPanel,1);
for i= 1:numPanels
x(:)=pointData(1,panelData(:,i)); 30
y(:)=pointData(2,panelData(:,i));
z(:)=pointData(3,panelData(:,i));
patch(x,y,z,data);
end
axis equal;
A.24 geometry/ @panelSet /maxEdgeLength.m
function maxLength = maxEdgeLength(panelset)
% ma:EdgeLength(panelset)
Returns a scalar double indicating the maximum edge length of any
panel in the panelset provided.
%
if (panelset.edgeLengthMaxMinUpdated == true)
length = panelset.maxEdgeLength; 10
return;
else
maxLength = 0;
points = getVertices(panelset);
for i = 1:size(panelset)
verts = getPanelVertices(panelset,i);
for j = 1:size(verts)
if j == size(verts)
nextVert = 1;
else 20
nextVert = j+1;
end
edgeLength = distance(verts(j),verts(nextVert));
if edgeLength > maxLength
maxLength = edgeLength;
end
end
end
panelset.maxEdgeLength = maxLength;
panelset.edgeLengthMaxMinUpdated = true; 30
end
A.25 geometry/@panelSet/numel.m
function result = numel(a)
iresult = a.nuniPanels;
A.26 geometry/@panelSet/panelSet.m
function M = panelSet(pointSetObj, panelDefinitions)
% Constructor takes a pointSet object and a 3-by-N or N-by-3 array of point
% indices which define panels
% TODO: Eventually may wish to accept non-triangular panels. Most of the
% code has been designed to be sufficiently generic to accommodate this.
superiorto( 'point',' pointSet ');
arraySize = size(panelDefinitions);
if sum(find(arraySize==3)) < 1 10o
error('Input argument must be a 3-by-N or N-by-3 matrix of coordinates');
end
if numel(arraySize) ~= 2
error('Input argument must be a 2D matrix of coordinates');
end
if arraySize(1) -= 3
panelDefinitions = panelDefinitions.';
end
M.panelData = panelDefinitions; 20
M.points - pointSetObj;
IM.numrPanels = size(panelDefinitions,2);
NIM.nunmVertsPerPanel = size(panelDefinitions, 1);
M.edgeLengthMaxMinUpdated = false;
M.maxEdgeLength = 0;
M.minEdgeLength = intmax;
M = class(M, 'panelSet');
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A.27 geometry/@panelSet/size.m
function result = size(a)
result = a.numPanels;
A.28 geometry/@panelSet/setVertices.m
function panelset = setVertices(panelset, points)
% set Vertices (panelset,points)
% Sets vertex locations to those defined in the supplied pointSet.
% The number of points in the new pointSet must be greater than or
% equal to the number of points in the original set of vertex
% definitions.
% The original panel definitions are retained. Therefore this
% function is typically used for moving vertices without disturbing
% connectivity information, e.g. for global rotations, translations to
% or scaling.
panelset.edgeLengthMaxMinUpdated = false;
panelset.points = points;
A.29 geometry/@panelSet/getPanelVertices.m
function vertices = getPanelVertices(panelset, panelID)
% vertices = getPanelVertices(panelset, pan.elID)
% getPanelVertices returns a 3-by-N array., for which N is the number of
% vertices composing the panel (typically 3).
points = panelset.points;
vertexIndices = panelset.panelData(:,panelID);
vertices = points(vertexIndices); to
A.30 geometry/@pointSet/getData.m
function data = getData(a)
rawData = a.pointData;
data = rawData(:,l1:a.numPoints);
A.31 geometry/@pointSet/times.m
function result = times(a,b)
% Elementwise times operator for pointSet class.
% If one of the operands is a point rather than a pointSet.
% it will be duplicated N times, so that it may operate in
% conjunction with each. point in the other arqumrrent. which, is
% a size N pointSet.
% If one of the operands is a scalar rather than a point or a to
% pointSet, its value will be multiplied by all coordinate data.
args= {};
arg=a;
otherArg=b;
for i=1:2
if strcmp(class(arg), 'double')
if numel(arg) ~= 1
error('Cannot multiply a pointSet by a dense matrix') 20
end
% arg is a scalar
args{i}=arg;
elseif strcmp(class(arg), 'point')
numPoints = size(otherArg);
args{i} = repmat(getData(arg),l,numPoints);
else
args{i} = getData(arg);
end
arg=b; 30
otherArg=a;
end
result = pointSet(args{1} .* args{2});
A.32 geometry/@pointSet/addPoint.m
function [pset,id] = addPoint(pset, coords)
% addPoint
% Adds a new point to the pointSet and returns the integer point ID.
% If there is already a point in the pointSet at the same location
% (within a default tolerance of le-15), then the point will not be
% duplicated, and the ID of the existing point will be returned.
% Note: The modified pset object is returned and must be used as the to
% new reference to the object, since MATLAB does not support the concept
% of passing arguments by reference. However, in MATLAB R2007a and
% later, [pset,.. .]=_func(pset,...) is an example of modify-in-place
% semantics, and should not make unnecessary duplicates of our object.
% TODO: This currently scans every existing point in the pointSet to look
% for a match, which is obviously inefficient. A better implementation
% requires us to build sorted storage, e.g. via an octree.
% Notice that if all we care about is identifying duplicates, we don't even
% need a sorting strategy that represents true distance. . we could sort on 20
% individual coordinates (e.g. x first, then y, then z).
% We intentionally bypass the getData method and access the data field
% directly, in order to accommodate preallocation.
data = pset.pointData;
nurnPoints = pset.numPoints;
tolerance = le-15;
id = 0;
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for i=1:numPoints
if norm(data(:,i)-coords) < tolerance
id = i;
break;
end
end
preallocatedLen = size(data,2);
if id == 0 40
% Point not found in existing set of locations.
id = numPoints+1;
if id > preallocatedLen
% Grow the array a generous amount, to avoid incurring the growth
% cost too often. Using a subsasgn expression to grow it (as
7% opposed to creating a whole new array of zeros and copying the
% old data in), so that MATLAB has a chance to use realloc( if it
% happens to be smart enough to do so:
data(:,preallocatedLen+ 1:preallocatedLen*2) =
zeros(size(data, 1), preallocatedLen*2-preallocatedLen); 50
end
data(:,id)=coords;
pset.pointData = data;
pset.numPoints = id;
end
A.33 geometry/@pointSet/distance.m
function result = distance(a,b)
% DISTANCE(AB)
% Returns a 1-by-N vector with each. element prepresenting the norrrm of the
% difference of the corresponding points in the pointSets.
S Argumrent B can be a single point, rather than a pointSet, in which
% case the distance measurements will be from each point iv A to the
% point specified by B.
10
differenceVectors = getData(a-b);
numPoints = size(differenceVectors, 2);
result = zeros(1,numPoints);
for i=l:numPoints
result(i) = norm(differenceVectors(: ,i));
end
A.34 geometry/@pointSet/randn.m
function points = randn(varargin)
% RANDN Creates a pointSet in which points have coordinates as generated by
% the MATLAB RANDN function
% RANDN(numPoints,pointSet) creates the pointSet wlith nurmrPoints points.
% Tolerance of another pointSet object in the argument list is designed
% to accommodate the fact that MATLAB doesn't allow users to explicitly
% specify which class a given method call should trigger, except by
% providing an object of that type in the input arguments. 10
totalSize=1;
for i=l:nargin
if ~strcmp( 'point Set ',class(varargin{i}))
totalSize = totalSize * varargin{i};
end
end
points = pointSet(randn(3,totalSize)); 20
A.35 geometry/@point Set /getConvexHull.m
function hull = getConvexHull(points)
% TODO: Implement.
% For now, this is a no-op, which does not negatively impact overall
% correctness for its current use as an implementation detail of
% getSmallestBBoxO .
hull = points;
10
A.36 geometry/@pointSet/mean.m
function result = mean(a)
Z mean operator for pointSet class.
%6 Returns the mean (equivalent to the centroid) of all points
% in the supplied pointSet. Return argyument is a Dxl array of
% doubles, where D is the number of dimensions of the space in
% which the points are defined.
% This follows the general rule that:
% pointSet methods which could return either a single point or
1 a group of points always return a pointSet object. t)
% pointSet methods which *always* return a single point will
% return the raw coordinate data (this is a performance
% optimization).
result = mean(getData(a),2);
A.37 geometry/@pointSet/applyShift.m
function points = applyShift(points,shift);
% SHIFT should be a D-length vector to apply a shift to a set of points
% represented in D dimensions.
% TODO: Check to see whether MATLAB is actually successfully doing this in
% place (probably not, in which case, we shouldn't be applying it to the
%6 entire raw data set, which might be larger than the number of points we
% actually care about). 10
% TODO: Apparently the latest version of MATLAB permits you to add a
% vector to a matrix, and it will do the implied repmat under the covers
% (without wasting the space of an actual repmat).
% repmat is faster than looping over the data:
if size(shift,1) == 1
shift = shift.';
end
20
shift = repmat(shift,1,size(points.pointData,2));
points.pointData = points.pointData + shift;
A.38 geometry/@pointSet/pointsWithinRadius.m
function result = pointsWithinRadius(pointset,point,radius,returnIndices)
% POINTSWITHINRADIUS(POINTSET,POINT,RADIUS,RETURNINDICES)
% Returns the points in POINTSET which lie within RADIUS distance of
% POINT. If RETURNINDICES is true, then the results are returned as a
% vector of indices into POINTSET. Otherwise a new pointSet object is
% created and returned.
10
distances = distance(pointset,point);
indices = l:size(pointset);
result = indices(distances<radius);
if (-returnIndices)
result = pointset(result);
end
A.39 geometry/ @pointSet /applyTransform.m
function points = applyTransform(points,xform);
% TODO: Check to see whether MATLAB is actually successfully doing this in
% place (probably not, in which case, we shouldn't be applying it to the
% entire raw data set, which might be larger than the number of points we
% actually care about).
points.pointData = xforrn * points.pointData;
10
A.40 geometry/@pointSet/minus.m
function result = minus(a,b)
% \minus operator for pointSet class.
% unary \minus (negative) not supported.
% If one of the operands is a point rather than a pointSet.
% it will be duplicated N times. so that it may operate itn
% con0junction with each point in the other argument. which is
% a size N pointSet.
100
if strcmp(class(a), 'point') size(a) == 1 10
numPoints = size(b);
a = pointSet(repmat(getData(a),1,numPoints));
elseif strcmp(class(b), 'point') size(b) == 1
numPoints = size(a);
b = pointSet(repmat(getData(b),l,numPoints));
end
result = pointSet(getData(a) - getData(b));
A.41 geometry/@pointSet/numel.m
function result = numel(a)
result = a.numPoints;
A.42 geometry/@pointSet/getAABBox.m
function bbox = getAABBox(points)
% For a given collection of points in D dimensions, returns a 2-by-D
% matrix representing the smallest axis-aligned bounding box.
% Each column contains the minimum and maximum coordinate value for the
% given dimension.
dims - getDimensionality(points);
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1)box = zeros(2,dims);
for i = 1:dinms
bbox(1,i) = min(points,i);
bbox(2,i) = max(points,i);
end
A.43 geometry/@pointSet/max.m
function maximum = max(points,dim)
Returns the maximum coordinate value in a given dimension. Dimension
should be specified by integer value (by usage convention, typically x=1,
y=2, z=3).
TODO: This function was designed around its use in the bounding box
manipulations. . . other styles of usage may require revising the interface
such that the returned value is a point ID... revisit prior to publishing
A PI.
TODO: Implementation assumes that points are riot stored in any sorted
manner. This can be optimized if we add sorted storage.
pointData = points.pointData;
numPoints = points. numPoints;
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maximum = -inf;
for i = 1:numPoints 20
if pointData(dim,i) > maximum;
maximum = pointData(dim,i);
end
end
A.44 geometry/@pointSet/min.m
function minimum = min(points,dim)
% Returns the minimum coordinate value in a given dimension. Dimension
% should be specified by integer value (by usage convention, typically x=1,
% y=2, z=3).
% TODO: This function was designed around its use in the bounding box
% manipulations... other styles of usage may require revising the interface
% such that the returned value is a point ID... revisit prior to publishing to
% API.
% TODO: Implementation assumes that points are not stored in any sorted
7 manner. This can be optimized if we add sorted storage.
pointData = points.pointData;
numPoints = points.numPoints;
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inininum = inf;
for i = 1:numPoints
if pointData(dim,i) < uminimunm;
minimum = pointData(dim,i);
end
end
A.45 geometry/@pointSet/mtimes.m
function result = intimes(a,b)
mtimes operator for pointSet class.
% Returns the result of a matrix multiplication of the data for the two
% operands. Typically used for applying a transformation matrix to a set of
% points.
if strcmp(class(a), 'pointSet')
a = getData(a);
end
if strcmp(class(b), 'pointSet')
b = getData(b);
end
result = pointSet(a*b);
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A.46 geometry/@point Set/subsref.m
function y = subsref(a, s)
data = getData(a);
subs = s.subs;
y = pointSet(data(:,subs{:}));
A.47 geometry/@pointSet/pointSet.m
function M = pointSet(varargin)
% pointSet
% Constructor optionally takes a 3-by-N or N-by-3 matrix of coordinates
7 or a vector of point objects.
% Note: the size of the pointData array is NOT always guaranteed to be the same
% as the number of valid points. Some methods preallocate extra space in the
% pointData array. The numPoints field is guaranteed to be correct.
10
superiorto( 'point');
if nargin > 1
error('pointSet takes zero or one input argument');
elseif nargin == 1
points = varargin{1};
arraySize = size(points);
if strcmp(class(points), 'point')
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newpoints = zeros(3,arraySize);
for i=l1:arravSize 20
newpoints(: ,i)=coords(points(i));
end
else
newpoints = points;
if sum(find(arraySize==3)) < 1
error('Input argument must be a 3-by-N or N-by-3 matrix of coordinates');
end
if numel(arravSize) -= 2
error('Input argument must be a 2D matrix of coordinates');
end so
if arraySize(1) -= 3
newpoints = newpoints.';
end
end
else
newpoints = [];
end
M.pointData = newpoints;
M.numPoints = size(newpoints,2); 40
M = class(M, 'pointSet');
A.48 geometry/@pointSet/size.m
function result = size(a)
result = a.numPoints;
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A.49 geometry/@pointSet/zeros.m
function zeroPoints = zeros(varargin)
% ZEROS Creates a pointSet in which all points have coordinates (0,0,0)
% ZEROS(numPoints, 'pointSet') creates the pointSet with numPoints points.
% Identify and strip off classname
numargs = nargin;
if numargs > 0 && ischar(varargin{numargs}) 10
classname = varargin{numargs};
numargs = numargs - 1;
if classname "= 'pointSet'
error('classname must be pointSet')
end
end
sizes = varargin {1:numargs};
totalSize = prod(sizes)
zeroPoints = pointSet(zeros(3,totalSize)); 20
A.50 geometry/@point Set/getDimensionality.m
function dims = getDimensionality(points)
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dims = size(getData(points),1);
A.51 geometry/@pointSet/get SmallestBBox.m
function [bbox,rotator] = getSmnallestBBox(points)
% Previous versions of PFFT code find an approximate smallest bounding box
% by trying various discrete rotations of the entire set of points.
% This version finds the convex hull of points first, and obtains a
% bounding box based on the convex hull. This is wasted effort if the
% geometry is such that most of the points are in the convex hull anyway
% (as is the case with any entirely convex object, like a sphere), but
% speeds up the process significantly for many complicated geometries. to
% It seems like there ought to be an even faster approach, but I haven't
% yet worked out what it would be.
% TODO: This function currently only supports points in 3D space. It could
% be generalized to other numbers of dimensions (in particular, 2D may be
% useful).
resolution = 10; 20
convexHull = getConvexHull(points);
mninVol = inf;
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numDims = getDimensionality(points);
deltaAngle = pi/(2*resolution);
rotMatrix = eye(numDims);
for i=l:resolution 30
for j=l:resolution
for k = l:resolution
% Uses rotABGmat function from previous implementation
rotMatrix = rotABGmat((i-1)* deltaAngle, (j-l)* deltaAngle, ...
(k-1) * deltaAngle);
newPoints = rotMatrix * convexHull;
bbox = getAABBox(newPoints);
volume = prod(bbox(2,:) - bbox(1,:));
if(volume < minVol)
minVol = volume; 40
rotator = rotMatrix;
end
end
end
end
if minVol == 0 I I minVol == inf
error('degenerate case: points all on a line or in a plane');
end
A.52 geometry/@pointSet/rand.m
function points = randn(varargin)
% RANDN Creates a pointSet in which points have coordinates as generated by
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% the MATLAB RANDN function
% RANDN(rinumPoints, 'pointSet') creates the pointSet with numPoints points.
% Identify and strip off classname
numargs = nargin; 10
if numrnargs > 0 && ischar(varargin{numargs})
classname = varargin{numargs};
numargs = nurnmargs - 1;
if classname ~= 'pointSet'
error('classname must be pointSet')
end
end
sizes = varargin{l:numargs};
totalSize = prod(sizes) 20
points = pointSet(randn(3,totalSize));
A.53 geometry/testerbeauty.m
tic; % begin timing initialization
numPoints = 5e4;
pointA = point([1 1 1]);
randomPoints = randn(pointSet,numPoints).* 100;
initTime = toc;
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tic; % begin timing execution
[minDistance,nearestPointID] = min(distance(pointA,randomPoints)) 10
coords = getData(randomPoints(nearestPointID));
execTime = toc;
fprintf(['The nearest point was #%d, at location (Y2.2f, Y2.2f, %2.2f)\n', .
'Initialization time = %f seconds\n'
'Execution time = %f seconds\n', ...
nearestPointID, coords(1), coords(2), coords(3), initTime, execTime);
A.54 geometry/distance.m
function r = distance(pointA, pointB)
% Returns the euclidean distance between points
r = norm(pointA(:) - pointB(:));
A.55 geometry/testsvvec.m
tic; % begin timing initialization
numPoints = 5e4;
pointA = [1;1;1];
randomPoints = randn(3,numPoints)*100;
initTime = toc; % end timing intialization
tic; % begin timing execution
[minDistance,nearestPointID] = min(distance(pointA,randomPoints(:,i)));
coords = randomPoints(:,nearestPointID);
execTinme = toc; % end timing execution
fprintf(['The nearest point was #%d, at location ( 0 2.2f, %2.2f, %2.2f
'Initialization time = %f seconds\n' ...
'Execution time = %f seconds\n'], ...
nearestPointlD, coords(1), coords(2), coords(3), initTirne, execTirme);
A.56 geometry/tester3.m
tic; % begin timing initialization
numPoints = 5e4;
pointA = point([1 1 1]);
randomPoints = randn(3,numPoints)*100;
pointVector = point(numPoints,1);
for i=l:numPoints
pointVector(i) = point(randomPoints(:,i));
end
initTime = toc; % end timing initialization
tic; % begin timing execution
nearestPointlD = 0;
minDistance = inf;
for i= l:nunPoints
if distance(pointA,pointVector(i)) < minDistance
minDistance = clistance(pointA,pointVe(-ctor(i));
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)\n' ...,
nearestPointID = i;
end
end 20
coords = getCoords(pointVector(nearestPointlD));
execTime = toc; % end timing execution
fprintf(['The nearest point was #%d, at location (%2.2f, %2.2f, %2.2f)\n',
'Initialization time = %f seconds\n' .
'Execution time = %f seconds\n'1, ...
nearestPointID, coords(1), coords(2), coords(3), initTime, execTime);
A.57 geometry/@point/getData.m
function coords = getData(point)
coords = point.coords;
A.58 geometry/@point/distance.m
function r = distance(pointA, pointB)
r = norm(getData(pointA) - getData(pointB));
A.59 geometry/@point/point.m
function M = point(coords)
% Constructor takes a 3-element vector as input.
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% The linear index (:) below allows input as either a row vec or col vec.
M.coords = coords(:);
M = class(M, 'point');
A.60 geometry/testsv.m
tic; % begin timing initialization
numPoints = 5e4;
pointA = [1;1;1];
randomPoints = randn(3,numPoints)* 100;
initTimne = toc; % end timing intialization
tic; % begin timing execution
nearestPointlD = 0; 10
minDistance = inf;
for i= l:numPoints
if distance(pointA,randoinPoints(:,i)) < minDistance
minDistance = distance(pointA,randomPoints(:,i));
nearestPointlD = i;
end
end
coords = randomPoints(:,nearestPointID);
execTime = toc; % end timing execution
fprintf(['The nearest point was #%d, at location (%2.2f, /2.2f, %2.2f)\n', ... :2
'Initialization time = %f seconds\n' ...
'Execution time = %f seconds\n'], ...
nearestPointlD, coords(1), coords(2), coords(3), initTimre, execTime);
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A.61 geometry/testoo.m
tic; % begin timing initialization
numPoints = 5e4;
pointA = point([1 1 1]);
randomPoints = randn(3,numPoints)*100;
pointVector = [];
for i=l:numPoints
pointVector = [pointVector point(randomPoints(:,i))J;
end
initTime = toc; % end timing initialization to
tic; % begin timing execution
nearestPointID = 0;
minDistance = inf;
for i=1l:numPoints
if distance(pointA,pointVector(i)) < minDistance
minDistance = distance(pointA,pointVector(i));
nearestPointlD = i;
end
end 20
coords = getData(pointVector(nearestPointlD));
execTime = toc; % end timing execution
fprintf(['The nearest point was #%d, at location (%2.2f, %2.2f, %2.2f)\n', .
'Initialization time = %f seconds\n' ...
'Execution time = %f seconds\n', ...
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nearcstPointlD, coords(1), coords(2), coords(3), initTirne, execTimie);
A.62 geometry/rotABGmat.m
function rotator = rotABGmat(alpha, beta, gamma)
% Returns a matrix which rotates zangle degrees in y-z plane and y-angle
% degrees in x-z plane
Rz = [cos(alpha) sin(alpha) 0; -sin(alpha) cos(alpha) 0; 0 0 1];
Ry = [cos(beta) 0 -sin(beta); 0 1 0; sin(beta) 0 cos(beta)];
Rzz = [cos(gamma) sin(gamma) 0; -sin(gamma) cos(gamma) 0; 0 0 1];
rotator = eye(3,3);
rotator = Rzz*Ry*Rz;
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